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THURS4/15

BRENDA
WONG
AOKI-THE LEGEND
THE MORNING
WORLD
THEATER
7:30OF
P.M.
- 9:30 GLORY
P.M.
Featuring Taiko, Storytelling & Dance. The Legend of the Morning Glory is a Kabuki tale of a samurai's daughter who
falls in love with a poor boy. Separated from her love she weeps until she goes blind. Wandering the countryside she
becomes the Morning Glory until, one day, he returns. Written and performed by Brenda Wong Aoki. Come join us for
an evening with one of America^ foremost tfwater performers. For tickets & information. 831 -582-4580. World Theater
on 6th Avenue. FREE PARKING

The
Future

THURS4/15DIVERSITY DAYS~MASQUERADE DRAG BALL
UNIVERSITY CENTER BALLROOM
8 P.M. - 12 A.M.
A Masquerade Drag ball where you can be yourself or choose to mask who you really are
Price: CSUMB Students w/I.D = free! General Public=$5

FRI4/16INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

Five, Ten, Fifteen Years

The first ever international festival will allow CSUMB students Faculty and staff to share their culture through tabling
booths, performance on stage. There will be a night time performace in the BBC starting at 890 pm.

FRI4/16

DIVERSITY DAYS SPOKEN WORD + OPEN MIC
LIBRARY CAFE
5:30 P.M. - 7:30 P.M.

The mic is open. Combine expression through performance with the written word at the Spoken Word and Open Mic
Share your work or the work of your favorite poet. Musicians welcome! Each participant will Iwve the opportunity to
share 2 pieces, or max of 5 mins, whichever comes first. Featured poets Garland Thompson, Jacob Tyspkin, Marcos
Cabrera, and CSUMB's own Gayieene Badiango-Ruiian will close the event. This event is open to our Community at
iarge. so if you know anybody else who would want to perform, or someone you feel should share their talent let
them know. Performers can e-mail RHAtacsumb.edu for a preferred time frame (please include: your name, what you
will be doing, and way we can contact you]. Early arrival is suggested; first 50 attendees will receive a ticket for a free
drink from Feet’s Coffee compliments of CSUMB RHA!This is the final event for DIVERSITY DAYS 2010 sponsored by
the Residential Housing Association,

SAT 4/17

EARTH WEEK KICK OFF CLEAN UP
CAMPUS-WIDE
9:30 A.M. - 1 P.M.

Administration and Finance will provide donuts in the morning (in front of the Student Center) Facilities will provide
dean up equipment and vests. Adminstration and Finance offce will be providing a B8Q in front of the Student Center
1290190 fix the people who have volunteers.

WED 4/21
GOT AN

EVENT?
VISITING
UNIVERSITY
6
Visiting
P.M. - 9
Artist
ARTIST
P.M.CENTER
series
- MARIO
hosted
LIVING
YBARRA
byROOM
VFA. Artist Mario Ybena. Jr,

MON 4/26

LET US KNOW!

OTTER_REALM@

CANNABIS LEGALIZATION RALLY
MAIN QUAD
12 P.M. - 4 P.M.

CSUMB.EDU

The second annual CSUMB NGRML Cannabis Legateation RaHy.The event wifi indude Kve music from student bands,
and activists speaking about the injustice of the War on Drugs This year, NORML is putting on this event as part of the
Student Peace Alliance's Peace Week.

WED 4/28
BROTHER OUTSIDER VIEWING
MAIN QUAD
8 P.M. - 10 P.M.

This is a screening of the documentary, "Brother Outsider* about the Sfe of gay dwi rights activist Bayard Rustien.

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW. CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

A P R IL 1 5 - A P R IL 2 9

MAIN QUAD
12 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Caitlyn Johnson, Editor-In-Chief
QOHNSON@CSUMB.EDU

We come to CSU Monterey
Bay(CSUMB) with the full intention
of graduating. But what happens
after graduation in 5, 10 or 15
years? A fortune teller or a magic
8 ball may never be able to tell us.
CSUMB will go on to develop
into a well-known university. The
World Theater will bring more
acts, the IT department will keep
up with the next up and coming
technology, pro-athletes will be
made and new buildings will be
built. But what will the future of
CSUMB students hold?
Perhaps we will follow in the
footsteps of CSUMB. In 5,10 or 15
years we may go through several
changes and upgrades.
We will have much bigger acts
come into the stages of our lives.
For some of us those acts may
be the career we have always
dreamed of. For others it will be
starting a family or continuing
a family. Possibly traveling the
world or even moving across
the world. Obtaining a degree;

bachelors, masters or even a P.h.D.
Imagine the gadgets we will
see in the coming years or maybe
gadgets Otters may create. Some
student may go on the make the
next iPad. We may start driving
flying cars around and our kids
may never know what a pencil is.
They will see it sitting in a museum
on a fieldtrip. We have a part
in the process where technology
goes from here to never-ending
growth.
We will all build new buildings.
Whether it is literally building
our own home, or building
relationships that live under our
roof. Our buildings will come in
all different shapes and sizes and
consist of different goals and
beliefs, but we will continue the
building process.
CSUMB has provided a kickstart to our lives and now it is up
to us of where we want to take it.
We do not know our future but
we know it will change over the
next 5, 10 and 15 years. Let the
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Troubled
Wa
t
ers
The Atlantic Bluefin Tuna
Chris Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

The Atlantic bluefin or giant
bluefin tuna is in trouble. This is
the general consensus of many
wildlife experts and animal rights
advocates.
New York Times
columnist Cornelia Dean said,
"The hunting of highly valued
animals into oblivion is a symptom
of human foolishness that many
consign to the unenlightened
past, like the 19th century, when
bird species were wiped out for
feathered hats and bison were
decimated for sport. But the
slaughter of the giant bluefin tuna
is happening now." According to
the World Wild Life Foundation
(WWF), given the current trends
the Atlantic bluefin tuna will
be extinct in less than 10 years.
Since 1970 the population has
declined by over 90 percent due
to overfishing and trading.
Atlantic bluefin tuna are capable
of reaching well over a thousand
pounds in weight, and grow over
six feet in length. The very aptly
named giant bluefin rival the
black marlin and blue marlin are
some the largest known bony
fish. Throughout recorded history,

the Atlantic bluefin tuna has
been highly prized as a food fish.
These fish have been a valuable
commercial catch from the time of
the Greeks and Phoenicians to the
modern era. Besides their value as
food and in commerce the great
size that the Atlantic bluefin. can
attain , the speed and power they
display, and their ecological role
as apex predators has attracted

the admiration and respect of both

ancient and modern fishermen, as well
as writers, sport anglers and scientists.
Earlier in March the Convention
on
International
Trade
in
Endangered
Species
(CITES)
held their annual meeting to
evaluate the state of affairs with
endangered species. The main
topic was a proposal to totally
ban the trade in the critically
endangered Atlantic bluefin. This
motion failed surprising many
who saw positive signs leading
up to the meeting of a successful
ban. Susan Lierberman, director
of International Policy for the Pew
Environment Group said following
the vote,"Today's CITES committee
vote not to protect the bluefin tuna
is an unfortunate step backwards.
This deeply disappointing and
irresponsible vote signals a bleak
future for this iconic fish." The
biggest advocators against the
ban were Japan, Canada and The
United States on the grounds that
a ban would devastate fishing
economies worldwide.
Japan, which consumes threequarters of the Atlantic bluefin
trade, lobbied the hardest against
the ban. Bluefin tuna as a business
brings in an estimated 7.2 billion
U.S. dollars a year. In fact, a single fish
can sometimes sell for over 100,000
U.S. dollars at the Tokyo Market.
The giant bluefin tuna is a
favorite in sushi restaurants
worldwide, it is most commonly
Listed
in
restaurants
as
Kuromaguro , Horse Mackerel,
Atun cfe alete azul or tuna belly.
According to. the Monterey Bay

Aquarium, the Atlantic bluefin is
the second most popular fish used
in sushi behindsSalmon.
Sushi restaurants as a whole are
not keen on the idea of having
to stop serving the popular
fish. After multiple restaurants
refused interviews about the
topic, one owner/chief of a local
sushi restaurant said, "With this
economy, we have to make some
really tough decisions. Ours are
different from others, because
it involves the sustainability of
a species of fish; but ultimately it
comes down to money, and that to
me is much important than a fish."
Not everyone feels the same
way as that chef. Local law
student and sushi connoisseur
Matt Mortenson said, "I eat sushi
at least twice a week, and the
latest news coming out about
the bluefin tuna is troubling to
say the least." Motenson plans on
not supporting restaurants which
carry bluefin tuna, "I am not going

to go to restaurants anymore that
serve this fish. As a matter of fact
I am going to make a list of every
local place that does serve it just
to make sure that I do not go there
in the future," said Motenson.
More and more people are
sharing
Mortenson's
feelings
about the service of this fish in
restaurants. Groups like Thriving
Oceans, PETA, and Green Peace
are mounting protests and
national demonstrations against
businesses that profit off of the
Atlantic bluefin tuna.
The future of the Atlantic bluefin
tuna is uncertain for the moment,
and the debate about what to do
about their survival will continue
for years to come.
For more information about
the
Atlantic
bluefin
tuna,
contact
the
Monterey
Bay
Aquarium, or access their seafood
watch
webpage
http://www.
montereybayaquarium.org/cr/
seafoodwatch.aspx.
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Govenor Candidates

Educational Policies Side By Side
Gabriel King, Staff Reporter
gking@csumb.edu

----

SunPr

The state of California faces a budget crisis. As cuts have been made to the spending for education,
the jmpact has been felt throughout the education system, including CSU Monterey Bay. With
the primary elections for governor occuring June 8 and the general election occurring Nov. 2, it
is important to look at what the potential governors of California plan on doing to fix education.

Candidates

Party

Occupation

Platform for education

Richard Aguirre

Democrat

Businessman

To build more schools, hire new teachers along with updating the
curriculum and improve arts and science programs.

Jerry Brown

Democrat

California Attorney
General, former Governor
of California 1975-1983

During his first term as governor, increased requirements in math
and science CSUs and UCs. As Mayor of Oakland he advocated
expansion of art education, opening a school of arts in Oakland.

Lowell Brown

Democrat

Artist

Centered on reversing proposition 13 which requires a 2/3
majority vote in the California legislature to pass any budget. See
this as an obstacle in creating a budget which benefits education
in the state.

Vibert Greene

Democrat

Mechanical Engineer/
CEO

Calls for an audit of funds spent on education. He also plans on
subsidizing 25% of all public schools within the state, along with
streamlining the Department of Education to save money to
provide tuition to schools and colleges.

Charles "Chuck"
Pineada Jr.

Democrat

Parole Board Judge

Reduce the amount of dropouts and to provide support to the
teachers unions of the state.

Joe Symmon

Democrat

Non Profit President

Lowering student tuition and fees. Other focuses are to allow
teachers more freedom in the classroom and for schools to
provide information which is applicable to the workforce.

Deacon Alexander

Green Party

Student

Increase the spending on education and to increase enrollment ir
community colleges.

Laura Wells

Green Party

Financial Systems
Consultant

Increase the amount of scholorships to students in higher
education. Opposes increased tuition for CSU students and is
opposed to increasing amount of corporate influence.

Dale Ogden

Libertarian

Consultant

The state should not waste money on higher education, but
should privitize colleges and universities. Alternative ways for
students to attend college, scholarships, loans etc.

Bill Chambers

Republican

Railroad Switchman

Making public colleges affordable for anyone who wishes to
attend. Examine how the education budget was spent before
commiting new spending for education.

Douglas Hughes

Republican

Retired Business Owner

Allow for local schools curriculum be decided by the parent's
vote.

Larry Narritelli

Republican

Accountant/Controller

Ending subsidies to alternative energy systems such as solar
energy panels. Plans on California to be less dependent on the
federal government for decisions made on education.

Robert Newman

Republican

Psychologist/Farmer

Streamline the system so the state of California is not spending
unnecessary funds on the education system; he is a proponent of
spending money on higher education.

Ken Miller

Republican

Family Broadcasting
Executive

Reorganize the educational system in California by placing an
emphasis on local control rather than control from Sacramento.
Wants to limit spending by placing checks and balances on the
Board of Education.

Steve Poizner

Republican

Businessman, California
State Insurance
Commissioner

Reform of the K-12 educational system. Plans on creating a
de-centralized educational system of localized control over
education spending.

Meg Whitman

Republican

Businesswomen, Former
President and CEO of
eBay

Invest $1 billion into the UC and CSU systems. Under her plan
the funds for this plan would come from savings made from
cuts in the welfare system. Plans on creating a system of faster
accreditation for math and science professionals who wish to
become Dublic school teachers.

The Silent Bright Kil er. .
Ashley Martinez, Staff Reporter
A5MARTINEZ@CSUM8.EDU

According to The American Academy of
Dermatology, every year more than one million
new cases of skin cancer are diagnosed. There are
three types of skin cancers; in order of severity,
Basal cell, Squamous Cell and Melanoma. Both
Basal cell and Squamous cell cancers can be
treated easily if diagnosed early. Melanoma is
the most common form of cancer for adults ages
25-29. Skin cancer has been on the rise for the last
30 years. With all of these statistics, here are a few
ways that you may use to protect yourself from
this serious danger.
How to find the right sun protection factor
(S.P.F)
-Find one that says "broad spectrum"
-High SPF concentration, the higher the
better (SPF15+)
-Waterproof or sweat proof
-Makeup/moisturizer that has SPF in it
Clothing
-Clothing that has SPF in it
-Be properly clothed; Hide your skin from the
sun
-Use SPF lotion on skin that is exposed to sun
-Wear hats; always a fashion accessory and a
great
sun blocker
Melanoma (the most dangerous skin cancer)
-Pay attention to moles & birthmarks
-Keep them out of the sun as much as possible
-Be aware of moles that become jagged
-Get your skin checked at least once a year
Everyday
-Be aware of the sun when it is the
brightest (10a.m. - 4p.m.)
-Wear sunscreen every day, even when its
cloudy out
-Even though it may be cloudy you can still
get sunburned
-Clouds don't block UVA or UVB rays
-It is important to reapply sunscreen every
few hours
If you heed these tips, you can protect
yourself from the most common form of cancer.
Remember, one American dies every 61 minutes
from melanoma. Do what you can to protect
yourself from a preventable disease.
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Holidays you may never have heard of
What do riding the bus with no pants on, ignoring your razor
for a month and talking like a pirate all day have in common?
They're all ways to celebrate some of the lesser-known
unofficial holidays to be found throughout the year. The
following list brings you up to date on just a few of
what the unofficial calendar has to offer.
Megan Williams, Staff Reporter

No Pants Friday

MWILLIAMS@CSUMB.EDU

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

January 2 - Penguin Awareness Day.
Do something penguiney like breaking
out March of the Penguins or wearing a
tuxedo all day.

Fuzzy February. Don't shave all month!
This also functions as a great excuse for
mid-winter scruffiness. No, you're not
being lazy. You're celebrating.

March 28 - Something on a Stick Day.
From corn dogs and ice cream bars to
fondue and shishkabobs, celebrate this
great American holiday by eating your
food skewered.

April 6 - First Contact Day. Preemptively
celebrate the first contact between
humans and vulcans with a Star Trek
marathon and a whole lot of "live long
and prosper."

May

First Friday In May - No Pants Day. That's
right, take'em off! This holiday is rapidly
gaining followers who celebrate in the
form of no-pants walks, train rides, and
other public social gatherings.

June

June 18 - International Sushi Day.
Sushi ga suki desu ka?This holiday
was spawned by Facebook just last
year, already garnering thousands of
celebrants.

July

July 13 - Embrace Your Geekness
Day. Strew computer parts all over
the house, debate Star Wars politics
as loudly as you want, play WoW for
7 hours straight, show off your most
impressive Pokemon, or just rock your
favorite pair of glasses.
August 13 - Left Handers Day. Take
some time to appreciate your favorite
southpaws.
August 18 - Bad Poetry Day.
Write the worst prose you can come up
with, and make sure to inflict it on you
friends and family.

Aug.

April 30 - National Honesty Day

September 19 - International Talk Like
A Pirate Day. This holiday continues
to gain in popularity every year and
is rapidly plundering its way into the
mainstream. Yarr!

Sept

October 2 - Name Your Car Day. Her
Majesty Queen Roxanne, Sister Mary
Claire, Colonel Flobbington... Don't let
your vehicle languish another year in
anonymity!

Oct.

November - National Novel Writing
Month. The entire month of November
is a holiday of sorts for thousands of
uthors all across the world. During this
time, writers scramble to write a 50,000
word novel from scratch.

Nov.

December - Dedication December.
A month-long physical challenge
brought into being by the notorious
internet entity 4chan. For every day of
Dedication December, participants do
100 pushups, 100 situps, and run one
mile.

Dec.

Start
here

Live off campus?
The Census needs you
to return your form
TU
I here are special programs in place to count students on campus. But if you live off campus, you have
to complete your own 2010 Census form that arrived in the matt. By participating, you're helping future
students enjoy some of the same benefits and services that you have today. Its just 10 questions and
takes about 10 minutes. So fill it out and mail it back.
. ..

Paid for by U.S Census Bureau

-----...

■; • ■

'

'

I

>

'

■

United States

Census2010
IT’S IN OUR HANDS2010census.gov
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Just Like Home
Minus Your Parents
Veronica Camacho, Staff Reporter
VCAMACHO@CSUMB.EDU

Dirty socks everywhere and no coins
to do the laundry. The University
Corporation and Student Housing
& Residential Life made a change
to the laundry service now calling
it, 'Just Like Home' laundry. This
program allows students who live
in the Residence Halls and North
Quad to do their laundry without
spending any money. Both washing
and drying machines will no longer
require quarters or Otter Bucks.
Don Yackley, CSU Monterey Bay
Director of Student Housing & Residential Life said, "We are excited
about the new 'Just Like Home' laundry amenity and have received
a good deal of very positive comments about it. This amenity is a
service enhancement to improve the quality of the on-campus student
housing experience."
Although this is a permanent change, machines will be monitored
for an increase in usage and if the service is being abused it will return

to a "pay by laundry load" system. Machines are monitored by tracking
how much laundry is done on each machine. This is possible due to the
laundry vendor, WEB. The laundry machines are set to track how often
each machine is used. Their usage has been tracked for years allowing
The Corporation to compare usage and know if laundry usage is being
abused.
Starting this summer, as a complementary addition to this new
system the University Corporation is looking at the possibility of adding
a "Laundry Alert" program. This program would allow students to go
online and check the accessibility of a laundry machine before carrying
all their laundry down to the laundry room. This new service is free and
students do not have to worry about paying anything or an increase on
tuition fees.
"The change is simply about providing a better customer service to
residential students. Any costs of the new service will be from Student
Housing revenue. We will just be adjusting to accommodate for the
program," said Yackley This change is a way to help students save some
money, given that Student Housing Services are paid through Student
Housing fees. The change in the laundry system will only reduce the
amount of revenue The Corporation takes in from the machines.

Now Accepting Applicants

New

Social Work Program

Jayna Patel, Staff Reporter
JPATEL@CSUM8.EDU

After two years of planning,
dedication and support, CSU
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) is ready
to accept applicants for its newly
formed Masters Social Work
(MSW) Program, making it the
eighth master's degree program
offered at CSUMB. This program
will provide an opportunity for
students interested in social work
to continue their higher learning
at CSUMB.
Local working professionals
are a target population for this
program. "We all want to provide
the very best quality services
to our communities, and this
new MSW program will allow
us to do so with graduates who
understand this community,
because it is their community,"

said Dr. Mayleen True, the current program director. "Many people think
of Monterey and the central coast as'rich'communities, people overlook
the issues that exist. We see a lot of people living below poverty that
need help," said True.
According to a spotlight press release on the new program, there
is a shortage of professionally trained social workers in the tri-county
area. The new MSW program will help address this shortage with their
new class of students. "Students will be prepared for local social work
needs and to be versatile in this community," said True. The program has
many strong community partnerships with organizations throughout
Monterey County, Santa Cruz and San Benito County.
The MSW program is currently only offering a three year course
pathway, although a two year program is in the works for the future.
For the upcoming semester MSW will start with an evening program,
students will have the opportunity to hold full-time jobs during the day.
The program offers two concentrations: Behavioral Health and Children,
Youth and Families. Other interest areas such as aging, corrections and
veterans and families are available through field placement or electives.
For students that are interested, the deadline for the fail 2010
semester is May 1. The new program plans to accept 50 students for
the upcoming semester.

MSW Website
link: http://
csumb.edu/
site/x25053.
xml
Information Sessions will be held
at various locations and times to
introduce the new program, review
admissions requirements and address
frequently asked questions. The next
upcoming informational will be held
on Thursday, April 15,12:00-1:00PM
in the College of Professional Studies,
Conference Room.
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csumb's
ottermedia
live DJs from 10am to 2am, Monday thru Friday
web: tat.csumb.edu/ottermedia cable tv: channel 71

ottermedia@csumb.edu
582-3888
KENNY CURTIS

&PIERCINGSMOST PIERCINGS
TATTOOS
ONLY $45
STERILE

Proffessional
Custom Work
Cover-ups

3074 Del Monte Ave. Suite D Marina CA 93933

883.8435

2700 Imjin Parkway | 831.384.0835 | www.ordmarket.com

WHO WOULDN’T WANT

FREE GAS?
Each month, one lucky student will win
a FREE tank of gas at Ord/Shell Market!
Bring in your completed form
to enter the monthly drawing.
First drawing is April 15, 2010

NAME____________________________________________________ __
ADDRESS __________________________________________
PHONE_____________________________________ _ _______________

E-MAIL ADDRESS

□ YES. I woo d hke to receive Ord Market savings and coupons v a e mail.
Winner must be a licensed driver who owns a vehichle. Must presen t student ID to collect
winnings. Limit one entry per person

You

advertise
If you are a: club

or anyone
restaurant
business
our
affordable
else
w price will work for you!

with us!
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East Campus
Cable Internet

Where is

Cameron Fuller, Copy Editor
CFULLER@CSUMB.EOU

CSU Monterey Bay's (CSUMB) cable
internet network in East Campus
has suffered for a long time under
overcrowded conditions.
This
means that students are facing
longer wait times to download
files, access web pages, update
software and watch movies on
programs like Netflix. However,
CSUMB's Information Technology
(IT) department has not been
unaware of this problem. As of
Monday April 12, IT has been
testing a solution to fix all of the
speed related woes.
The East Campus cable internet
network has not been in place
the whole time CSUMB has been
accepting students. "The current
system was installed about 5 years
ago," said Dr. Chip Lenno, CIO of IT
at CSUMB. Previous to the current
install was a dial up system which
allowed students minimal internet
access speeds. It wasn't until IT
contracted with the then cable
company to utilize the network for
high speed internet.

This system has worked well for students and CSUMB for a long time. But
over the last 24 months network traffic has nearly doubled. This is due in
large part to more interactive control of online classes as well as broader
requirements of the students with regard to internet usage. Of course,
consumer products like Netflix Instant Watch and other high bandwidth
demanding programs have increased traffic to the point of congestion too.
The problem is there are too many users on each cable node, or
broad internet access point. Each node can only allow a finite amount
of bandwidth through, called throughput. With the current amount
of throughput happening, too many people are requesting too much
bandwidth causing congestion. "We are currently looking at upgrading
it," said Lenno. The solution according to Lenno is to increase from eight
nodes to 12. Increasing the amount of nodes would severely reduce
bottlenecked traffic.
The future is looking up for East Campus residents. IT has several
options available that could be the next generation of internet access.
Solutions like neighborhood wifi access, similar to the wifi network on
campus, and a complete build out of fiber optic cable are plans that are
being considered. However, these are long term solutions and "tend to
have much higher price tags," said Lenno.
The importance of internet access is significant to most students and
has always been to CSUMB. "As few as 10 years ago," said Lenno, "we
were the first public institution in the state of California to have campus
wide wireless access." With tuition prices on the rise, demand for online
classes is increasing as well. "We're always trying to expand access to our
resources for students," said Lenno. If testing is successful, the current plan
for implementation is after the end of spring semester, on May 25.

CSUMB Athletics
Veronica (Ronnie) Miramontes, Staff Reporter
VMIRAMONTES@CSUMB.EDU

With 250 student athletes and 13 organized sport teams CSU Monterey
Bay Athletics is a growing department that seeks for the students to strive
in academia, to be competitive and to reach their goal of graduation.
On average, student athletes have a higher GPA than non-student
athletes. "In the future we would like to see our athletes attain a 4.0
accumulative grade point average for the athletic department," said
Athletic Director, Vince Otoupal.
He wants to see an improvement each year. His plan for the future
includes full participation in the California Collegiate Athletic Association,
All Academic Team and All American Academic Team, having enhancing
the athletic activities while keeping academic excellence. To reach this
dream more scholarship money is needed. CSUMB receives $282,681 per
year. The highest scholarship allocated to a CSU school is $648,871 and
goes to CSULA. "We need to find more funding to expand the field," said
Otoupal.
Having the stadium renovated and usable for all students is another
future sight. "A safe and usable turf and track can be utilized for intramurals,
lacrosse, soccer and other National Collegiate Athletic Association sports,"
said Otoupal.
"The gym is good but not good enough." he added. The ideal sight for
him would be a student center with hundreds of workout machines, a
pool, and fitness classes, giving the students more to do. The university
then could have the ability to expand intramurals, sports and fitness
programs. The budget crisis makes it difficult to have these goals
attainable, but according to Otoupal, still reachable.

Here Comes
the
S
un
Another Step in Going Green at CSUMB
Reid Larson, Staff Reporter
RLARSON@CSUMB.EDU

In California there are often an exceptional amount of sunny days gracing
the coastline. Coarse sand in-between toes, cocktail parasols gracing the
rim of margaritas, and sunsets are just a few things that come to mind
being in such close proximity to the beach. Now CSU Monterey Bay is
getting one more reason to hope for sunshine in the near future with talks
and preparations concerning solar panels being used on campus.
In 2008 CSUMB reached an agreement with SunEdison, the nation's
largest solar energy service provider to create a facility that would harness
the power of the sun via solar panels. SunEdison will build, operate and
sustain the project for 20 years in accordance with the contract.
The system will include 3,900 solar panels which will take up 6.4
acres of land. It is expected to generate almost 2 million kilowatt hours
of electricity per year for CSUMB, enough to meet 16 percent of the
university's current electricity needs, while reducing the amount of
carbon dioxide emissions associated with standard power. The savings
will equate to taking 92 vehicles off the road each year.
The panels will be installed at ground level on a vacant lot on the east
side of Seventh Avenue, between Col. Durham Street and Butler Street,

not too far from the mail office on campus. The once parking lot serves as
the ideal location with great exposure to the sun.
CSU Chico took a similar route with SunEdison essentially leasing out
their roof for solar panels. Their estimated savings per year is $285,000
assuming standard energy rates only increase 3% each year thereafter.
Mike Bates, Energy and Facilities Trades Manager at CSU Chico, was very
excited about both the project and results. "It's a great way for universities
and commercial entities to get involved with solar. All you're doing is
purchasing generated power at or below market costs over the life of the
contract, said Bates.
The construction is expected to begin during this summer however
completion dates are not available.
In addition to going green by harnessing the sun, CSUMB has been
given access to a completely emissions free vehicle called a Triac. A
commuter style car, the Triac has a top speed of 80 mph and runs solely
on electricity.
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CSUMB going?
A Glowing
Future
Elaine Schumacher, Staff Reporter
ESCHUMAKER@CSUMB.EOU

There is no doubt that President Dianne Harrison is passionate about her
work, just ask her about the future of CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) and
her eyes light up. She came to CSUMB in 2006 because she wanted the
challenge of facilitating the academic growth of a new university. "There
will never be a time when I will sit back and say, 'job done,' because a
university's growth is an ongoing process,"said President Harrison,"It is my
responsibility to anticipate what is needed in the way of academics and
facilities that will serve our students, faculty and community in the future."
The Masters Degree program in Social Work (MSW), available in fall
2010 is the fruit of a long labor process of steps and approvals which
had to be completed before the graduate program could be offered to
students. She added that the MSW program will fulfill a severe shortage
of social workers in the Central Coast area. The graduates of the MSW will
make tangible the university's mission statement of working for people
whose needs have been historically neglected.
Dr. Harrison acknowledged a 10 year strategic plan which established
four major goals: inrease student success, continue to develop as a
comprehensive state university, increase institutional capacity and attract,
retain and develop faculty, staff and administrators.
She acknowledged that the strategic plan must be flexible enough
to adapt to unseen challenges, but steers us toward our goal of an
inclusive university. Students may not be aware that Harrison takes
suggestions and complaints from students, faculty, or the community,
seriously. Whether it is a complaint about laundry facilities or curriculum
development, a staff member or a committee is researching ways to
improve the situation.
What sets CSUMB apart from other local colleges and universities is
that as the 'new kid' on the block, there is optimal potential for it to be
a model for organization and management of higher education. The
budget and financial systems which includes student's fees provide for
an efficient and effective operation of the university; however, as the
'new kid,'CSUMB is also at a disadvantage because only thirteen classes
have graduated so far. Because the size of CSUMBs alumni is small, the
source of revenue that is provided by the alumni is also limited. At some
point, graduates of CSUMB will have the skills, experience and abilities to
be community leaders; at that point, we hope they will be able to give
something back to the university.
"Ultimately, my goal is to provide a high quality education for a
university that will always be small, but not in academic excellence," said
President Harrison. She concluded that in order to achieve incremental
growth, create an innovative and critically sound academia, it is critically
important to plan strategically for the future.

All the World's a Stage
Mary Beth A Bjork, Staff Reporter
MBJORK@CSUMB.EDU

Spotlight hits the stage, a loud
boom, boom, boom from the
drum; melodic voices rise from
the microphone and the sound
of clapping hands bursts into the
air. This is business as usual at the
World Theater at CSU Monterey
Bay (CSUMB).
The World Theater is a 457 seat
performing arts facility. Formerly,
it was a historic 900 seat movie
theater built for the soldiers
at U.S. Army's Fort Ord. In the
1970s the theater was named
The Hansen after PFC Jack G.
Hansen; he was part of the 7th
Infantry stationed at Fort Ord,
and was posthumously awarded
the Congressional Medal of
Honor for his actions during the
Korean War.
The theater was shut down
with the closing of Fort Ord.
It remained closed until 1999,
when CSUMB reopened it; the
opening featured jazz singer

Dee Dee Bridgewater.
The World
Theater just
presented the Monterey Bay
Film Festival. It included 20 short
films from the Young Filmmaker's
Program and the Innovative
Shorts Program included 11 short
films curated by Mike Plante. This
festival reached a wide audience
of all ages.
Future plans include two major
dance companies, Paul Taylor
Dance Company and Noche
Flamenca. Phil Esparza, Operations
Manager said, "Director Joe
Cardinalli is always looking for
ways to get more for less." The
World Theater wants to provide
more activities. A possibility being
considered for the future is having
new emerging artists rather
than famous internationally
known performers.
The World Theater uses
technology such as Facebook
and Twitter. "There is a constant

change of activity... We are
planning for the next ten years
to some way, somehow be more
active with presentation of arts on
campus," said Esparza. With more
observation of arts on campus it
may draw a different viewpoint
at CSUMB.
Every summer there is a retreat
held to discuss what the future
holds between the World Theater
staff. "Economic development
takes a lot of time. There are
possibilities," said Esparza. As the
economy grows for the World
Theater, more opportunities will
arise. It's about thinking outside
the box, creating "interesting
possibilities not just traditional
ideas," said Esparza. The arts are
constantly evolving, creating new
ideas and forms of expression to
challenge the audience to reflect
upon another perspective.
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Jena Cleveland
Britt Triplett, Staff Reporter
BTRIPLETT@CSUMB.EDU

attaining a doctorate. This is when things really started to change.
The McNair program helped Cleveland get accepted into an
the direction of one's destiny and create oppotunites that shed new light onto paths previously undiscovered. This was the case for CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) senior and Biology major Jena Cleveland. She transfer ed from Cabril o College in Santa Cruz, and internship at UC San Francisco (UCSF) after meeting with a recruiter at a
Sometimes inspiration unveils itself in very unlikely forms. It can change
science conference in Dallas, Texas earlier this year. "This school has an
amazing biomedical science program that was by far the most exciting
Ph.D program I've read about," said Cleveland. "UCSF is one of the top
research schools around."

was ultimately persuaded to attend CSUMB by her neighbor, Dr. Bil Head, a faculty member at CSUMB and the founding director of the Division of Science and Enviromental Policy. An Internship she had participated in through Cabril o's respect, Integrity and Self-determination through Education (RISE) program, was another influence.
Upon first arrival at CSUMB, Cleveland was not impressed. Monterey's
famous cloud-covered sky was looming over the campus and caused
her disinterest. Along with her schedule, which had not been exactly
what she had originally expected, "Classes were so easy that I was rarelyinspired
As for the chalto
lenges shattend,"
e faces this summer, Cleveland, "Expectsaid
s the internship toCleveland.
be challenging" but regardles is, "Excited and"Ieager towas
research as much asso
possible. "bored
As busy academically as she iafter
s, Cleveland remains anthe
active membertransfer."
of the CSUMB's campus community by being

Things quickly turned around for Cleveland, who reconnected with
her passion for music, which helped her achieve a new level of learning.
"I decided to take a minor in music and ever since my science classes
have become more interesting," said Cleveland. After having music
back in her life, she was accepted into the McNair program, which looks
k for students with a strong academic background who are committed to

involved in the Black Student Union (BSU) and the Science CLub."Its convenient because you can join online if you are busy like I am,"said Cleveland. "I've always been taught that community is important so I try to do as much as I can to stay connected social y within ourcampus community." After graduation next spring (2011), Cleveland plans to take the summer off and
enjoy it. With graduate school following in the fall, she plans to "Go wherever I get in."

Staff
of
the
Iss
ue
Angelica Muro
Addison Morphy, Staff Reporter
AMORPHY@CSUMB.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDED

The current economy has taught most graduates how difficult it is to
get a good job, something that has always been even more of an issue
for the arts community. Faced with incredible odds, Visual and Public
Arts (VPA) professor Angelica Muro has managed to prevail.
Muro has spent her life and career concentrating on her passions
for photography and digital media and teaches these subjects at
CSU Monterey Bay. Her interest in photography began when she was
very young. Muro always admired the fascinating pictures in National
Geographic magazines and dreamed of being able to take similar
pictures some day as an established photographer.
She continued on to earn a BA in photography from San Jose State
University in 1998 and a MFA degree from Mills College in 2005, also
in photography. While earning her BA, her education mostly revolved
around traditional film photography. However, when she began
studying at Mills College, Muro began to learn about the application
of digital media into photography. "Getting into digital media wasn't
being unfaithful to traditional photography more than it was moving
forward with it,"said Muro.
She originally came to CSUMB to apply for a temporary position after
hearing about how involved the VPA department is in the community.
"I was drawn to CSUMB after hearing about how the VPA department
is immersed in social practices and community practices and public
art practices," said Muro, referencing the university's extensive Service
Learning (SL) programs. The position called only for someone to run
a single class; however, after learning of how extensive her skills and

education were in the fields of photography and digital media, she
was quickly offered multiple classes and has been a part of the CSUMB
faculty for over three years.
Muro immediately felt at home within the VPA department and her
classes. She felt that the university in general also struck a chord with
her in that it reminded her of her own education and artistic style, both
being "avant-garde and involved with the community."
She has also decided to open herself and her work to the community
by co-founding a gallery in downtown San Jose called Space 47. The
gallery was a way for her and emerging artists to enjoy each others
work while also getting it out there for the community to experience
as well. Unfortunately, Space 47 held its last exhibition in October 2009
after only two and a half years in operation.
She was awarded both the Herriner Family Foundation Award for
Excellence in Art and the Trefethen Merit Award in 2005. Her work
in curating has gained attention by earning grants from prestigious
organizations as the Center of Cultural Innovation through the Creative
Capacity Fund, the James Irvine Foundation and Adobe Youth Voices.
Muro has always tries to convey how difficult the life of an artist can
be. Muro identifies with her students in that she has gone through what
they are going through now in trying to make their way in the world
with only a canvas or camera to earn a living. Because there are so few
support systems for struggling artists, she is there for her students in
any way that she can. "[Never] give up--seek opportunities no matter
how small and go the extra mile,"said Muro.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Vision &
Volume
Brad Boatwright, Copy Editor
BB0AIWRIGH1@tSUMB.EDU

"There is something to be learned from a rainstorm. When meeting with
a sudden shower, you try not to get wet and run quickly along the road.
But doing such things as passing under the eaves of houses, you still
get wet. When you are resolved from the beginning, you will not be
perplexed, though you will get the same soaking. This understanding
extends to everything."- Ghost Dog
PHOTO BY COLIN ASH BAUGH, AALP BANNER PROJECT, DIGITAL COLLEGE, 2008

Celebrating Culture,
Remembering History
African American pioneers on the Penninsula
Michael Wilson, Staff Reporter
MWILSON@CSUMB.EDU

Monterey Peninsula before the Civil Rights era was often humiliating for
African Americans. Mae Johnson, a first grader and an African American
had never heard or seen a bathroom that was inside of the house. Her
teacher Mrs.Tatum was white. One day Mrs.Tatum grabbed Mae's hand
and led her to the hallway of the teacher's house. Mrs. Tatum opened
the door and there was a white porcelain toilet. After about thirty
minutes or so, the teacher tapped on the bathroom door and found little
Mae gazing up at the ceiling and back down to the swirling of the water
in the toilet. Mae quickly turned and said, "If I become a teacher can I
have one of those?" Mae Johnson, now in her 60s, remembers and tells
the stories of her life growing up in Monterey peninsula.
This type of interaction produced a new era of teachers and
educators, and social change began to grow for many in the
African American community. Mae Johnson and other African
Americans pioneers from the Civil Rights era come together to
express themselves through the African American Legacy Project
(AALP). The AALP is an enterprise that aims to educate the commu
nity about the struggle, history, artistic and cultural contributions of
African American families in this region. Without the testimonies of
Mae Johnson, Helen Rucker, the Revered Richard Nance, Jannie and
Elwood Williams and many others, there would be no public recogni
tion of their achievements which paved the way for future generations.
The AALP is created and maintained by the Visual and Public Art
(VPA) and Music and Performing Arts departments in partnership
with the National Steinbeck Center. With the support of a grant by
The Nathan Cummings Foundation. This group of organization put
together a number of art exhibitions, special events, conferences, oral
histories and also creates archives and files stories, videos, pictures and
pieces of the material and cultural legacy of African Americans on the
California Coast.
"It was the attractiveness of the Fort Ord army base surrounded

by the beautiful Monterey Bay
that drew them [African American
families] here. It was this particular
group that changed things and
fought with racial segregation on
this region of the California coast,"
said Normi Burke the project coor
dinator.
The AALP continues to recreate
the memories of community sites
such as the First Baptist Church
of Pacific Grove where reverend
Richard Nance became minister
back in 1956, and fought against
racial segregation at the Monterey
Peninsula College (MPC) and
against housing discrimination on
the Monterey Peninsula.
The website is an on-going
process that continues to docu
ment artistic products, collects
memorabilia and features the his
tories of these pioneers. It includes
video excerpts from interviews
conducted by CSU Monterey
Bay scholars and students. Here,
http://africanamericanlegacyproject.org, one can link to remem
ber and celebrate the African
American Legacy.

Ghost Dog: The Way of the Samurai
Forest Whitaker is not to be trifled in Jim Jarmusch's
urban samurai flick, based around the 18th century
Bushido book of a nonconforming warrior. Ghost Dog
owes allegiance to mob boss Louie, but when a hit
goes awry he has to eliminate the gang one by one.
Residing on a Jersey City rooftop and only communicating through
pigeons, he is as skilled with a sword as he is with laser-sighted guns
or electronic eavesdropping equipment. Ghost Dog meets a young
girl, Pearline, in the park and is prompted to why he never to speaks
to anyone. While talking with her, he finds that she is an avid reader
and gives her Rashomon, thus serving as his Kurosawa stylized legacy.
Featuring a soundtrack by kung-fu inspired RZA, the film is a mashup of past and present influences ,with appreciation for all myth and
culture.

Barrel Fever and Other Stories
Barrel Fever is a 1994 compilation of short stories
by author and humorist David Sedaris, of NPR
"Morning Edition" fame. His essays are a satirical look
at contemporary America and the contradictions
in everyday. Sedaris' writing is candid and honest
with a sense of personal knowledge. Split between fiction and
autobiographical, stories range from the lives of siblings and famous
stars to his notorious "SantaLand Diaries," about his time spent working
as a Macy's elf. Topically, Sedaris likes to dwell in people, jobs, education
and life experiences.

Godspeed! You Black Emperor "F# A# (infinity sign)"
The 1998 debut album of Canada's post-rock Godspeed
You Black Emperor!, F# A# (infinity sign) plays as a
brooding soundtrack to a somber film. Comprised of
nine semi-permanent members, vocals are lent to field
recordings and samples collected from around the
country. The music moves in sweeping volume and cadence changes,
from seemingly slow to a turbulent collage of sound. The album format
is much closer to a symphony than a traditional LP, formed as three
tracks consisting of multiple movements within.
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When you were dying-rotting,
I watched black-death crawl up your legs,
Like a thermometer spiking in the desert sun.
You fought it, like you always fought,
For respect, for dignity, for the weak, for us.
They said, tell her it is O.K. to go.
There was no way my Mom would go anywhere
Until she was damn good and ready to go.
told them to go ahead and try their luck since
They were in a hurry to get it over withThe stench and exhaustion at-the end.
Me, I just took care of you.
Laura Dietrich-Smith

Exhibits at La MiradaPenninsula
Enter a museum and not only
does one enter a building that
houses artwork, one also enters
the mind and eye of the artist and
their vision of what they created
in a specific moment of time.
The Monterey Museum of Art,
located in downtown Monterey,
between the 500 blocks of Calle
Principal and Pacific Streets will
present a new exhibition of
work, Monterey NOW: Ryuijie,
who is one of the best known
contemporary photographers of
Monterey County. The exhibition
will open with a reception for
the artist on April 15, from 5 to 7
p.m. Ryuijie, who creates the rare,
three-dimensional, platinum and
palladium prints, is known as the
poet of darkroom printing. Due
to cost and complexity, less than
five percent of all photographs
are printed in platinum. Part of
the exhibition will feature his new

series of underwater photographs, entitled Kanchi, or "the quiet place"
in Japanese. The exhibition will also feature Ice Forms 77, a depiction of
flowers frozen in a shallow pool of ice. The exhibition can also be viewed
at Art After Hours, held every third Thursday of every month from 5 to 7 p.m.
Also on exhibit through June 20 are the works of one of the most
prominent living California artists, Roland Petersen. Born in 1926, he
played an instrumental role in the evolution of San Francisco artistic
schools, abstract expressionism and the Bay Area figurative movement.
French cinematographer, Eva Lothar's 1968, award winning, short film
about Cannery Row, Street of the Sardine, will be screened in the Bunny
and Miller Outcalt Photography Gallery.
The Scenes of the Old West: The Ralph K. Davies Collection of Western
Art is on exhibit until April 18. Charles Russell's sympathetic and
knowledgeable observations and desire to depict people with dignity
and meaning enabled him to create works that exemplify the spirit of
the American frontier.
On Friday April 23 from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Monterey Museum of Art
(MMA) La Mirada, at 720 Via Mirada, meets the Monterey Contemporaries;
a group of progressive, young professionals who are interested in art,
cultural events, music, food, wine and meeting others who share their
similar interests. There is a $10 charge for non-members and free for
Monterey Contemporaries members. For more information visit www.
montereyart.org/membership/moco or call 831-372-5477x110.

Those Faces

Some are scrunched up, teeth out, and eyes dark as a bat cave
They express anger.
They say, "I'll give you pissed off"
They taste sweat of pent up frustration
They want to take you outside to throw off the gloves.
Some are tightened up, teeth clenched, and eyes searching to
make the best check mate
They express competition.
They say, "Your next move"
They taste saliva trapped by focus and concentration
They want to see you finish last you rabbit
Some are drooping down, teeth apart, and eyes looking through
the rubble
They express loss.
They ask, "Where did it ail go?"
They taste debris of what is left of their broken home.
They want to see you, to hold you, to be held.
Some are lifted up, teeth spread, and eyes opened wide as die sea
They express joy.
They say, "Happy Birthday to me!"
They taste cake's warmth in celebration of a new chapter
They want to see you dose your eyes and make a wish too!
Those faces we share
Express humanity.
They say, "Do to others as you wish to be done to you."
They taste home cooked meals of love, community, and past gen
erations.
They want to know you and be known. Nicole Marquez

Art

Elaine Schumacher, Staff Reporter
ESCHUMACHER@OUMB.EDU

R.'W'

Artist's
reception
April 15,
5-7 P.M.
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He squated staring at the small
white ball, measuring the distance
with his club and the accuracy he
needed to put it in. As the ocean
breeze rippled over the green,
he could see the waves crashing
in the distance. Would the wind
affect his play, probably not he
thought to himself. With a deep
breath and one slow steady stroke
he hit the ball with the perfect
amount of force and at the precise

angle, it went straight into the
hole, a piece of cake he assured
himself. He had done well this
match.
Junior men's golfer Scott
Yeakel has been playing golf
competitively for the last eight
years. Originally from Long
Beach, he has made a home at
CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) as an
Otter. In March he was declared
California
Collegiate
Athletic
Association (CCAA) Golfer of the
week and became an individual
medalist wining the Notre Dame
de Namur Invitational, He helped
put the Otters in third place for the
tournament. Yeakel appreciates
the individuality of the game of
golf; he knows that if he and his
teammates work hard on their
individual scores, the team is sure
to make it far. "Golf is such an
individual sport even though we
play it in a team atmosphere and
Scott is starting to understand
the balance between taking care
of himself first and the team will
follow behind," said coach Jason
Owen.
Growing up with a nine-hole

golf course as his back yard, Yeakel has enjoyed many evenings playing
with his father, "My Dad taught me how to have a strong work ethic,
which helps on and off the golf course," said Yeakel. With the support
of his family he played many sports, he found a love for baseball but a
future in golf. With two years left at CSUMB, Yeakel plans to return and
play his final year of eligibility next season. "Scott has really changed
from the day I arrived, he is becoming a silent leader for our team.[He]
is truly becoming what I look for in a player and I hope he keeps this
progress up," said coach Owen.
The balance between school and golf or any sport is hard for student
athletes. "It is stressful at times knowing that you are behind in school
and you have to catch up when returning from an event. I am lucky
to have teachers who support our athletes at CSUMB," said Yeakel.
After he graduates he wants to become a pro instructor, but still play
competitively. Yeakel's dream is to make it on the PGA tour.
The hole complete he stood admiring the landscape and breathing
in the ocean air. Nothing could get better than this, with a beautiful
back drop and playing the game he loves, his life is headed in the right
direction.

Annie Sacks, Staff Reporter
ASACKS@L5UMB.f0U
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Athlete

SCOTT YEAKEL
MENS GOLF
HOMETOWN: LONG BEACH, CA

Otter

Games

Date

Time

Sport

Opponent

Fri, 4/16

1:00 PM

Softbai!

UC San Diego

Sat. 4/17

12:00 PM

Softball

UC San Diego

Sat, 4/17

12:00 PM

.Waterpolo

Sonoma State University

Mon 4/19
-Sun 4/20

TBA

Mens Golf

CCAA Championships

Mon 4/19 Sun 4/20

TBA

Womens Golf

Sonoma State North Bayj
Invitational

•all
Fri, 4/23

3:00PM

Baseball

0 PM

SCHEDULE AND PHOTOS PROVIDED BY OTTER ATHLETICS

San Francisco State

Cal State East Bay**

Sat, 4/24

12:00 PM

Baseball

San Francisco State**

Sun, 4/25

12:00 PM
—

Baseball

San Francisco State

** Home Games
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Sea
A Celebration of Sport

Otter Classic

Brad Boatwright, Copy Editor
BBOATWRIGHT@CSUMB.EDU

The rider is signaled and begins down the track. Pedaling fanatical
through the berms, dust clouds billow from the tires as the cyclists
pumps through the final sections. Across the way the peloton is thick,
riders attack to control the group. The offshore wind picks up and "the
Ton" form a right echelon and advance through the second stage of
the race.
Monterey's Laguna Seca Raceway will host the Sea Otter Classic
from April 15 through 18. Admission is $ 10 per day or $30 for a festival
pass; kids under 12 are free. Competitors exceed 8,500 and more than
47,000 spectators will attend across the four days, much larger than the
original 300 mountain bikers in 1991. "Participants come from all over
the globe," said Chris Worden, manager of Media Services, "The nation
and most coming from California."
This multi-discipline event features mountain, road and stunt
competitions ranging from downhill, slalom and cross-country to
criterium and circuit. The differences between the classifications are
length, number of turns, elevation climb and goal. The longer races
will cover ground at the raceway as well as around the Monterey and
Fort Ord areas.
With over 200 experience classes ranging from beginner and novice
to pro, there is an open invitation for entrance. "There's a division for
anyone," said Worden, "new to advanced, the first-timer to seasoned pro."
A Gran Fondo, or group tour, on Saturday allows riders to experience

a 95,45 or 30 mile timed ride in a less cutthroat atmosphere. The ride can be friendly competition, personal
achievement or long distance and will follow the coast south then loop back.
At the central hub of the Classic is the Sea Otter Village. Here attendees can test bicycles, eat, drink and
inspect new product from an array of vendors. The outdoor expo exhibit is one of the largest of it's kind,
containing merchandise related to anything and everything spoke, crank or handlebar.
The Sea Otter Classic encourages responsible environmental stewardship, encouraging everyone to
engage in programs such as,"Recycling, carpooling or cycling to reduce emissions that contribute to global
warming."
Focus comes to the last few turns, the bike shuttering and vibrating against the rough terrain. Over two
short doubles and a series of drops the tires resist slipping on loose stone. The final stretch and the biker cranks to full exertion, across the finish line.

More information
and sign-up forms
are available at:
www.seaotterclassic.
com
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Veronica Miramontes, Staff Reporter
VMIRAMONTES@CSUMB.EDU

Soccer Off-Campus

Being part of a team, working hard, creating friendships and just playing,
are what gives these soccer craving students the drive to continue the
sport wherever they are. Women's soccer can be found all throughout the
area. "I'm very appreciative of the women's soccer leagues in the area. It
has given me the opportunity to continue playing soccer at a recreational
level." said Blanca Melchor, HCOM graduate. With so many different
leagues, ranges of seasons and offered times, soccer is always available.
Women leagues consist of many student players, who travel and
compete. CSUMB students join together and play leagues in Santa Cruz,
Watsonville, Marina and Salinas. Most leagues play during the weekends,
and some indoor leagues are hosted at night. The level of play ranges by
teams and divisions. The higher divisions consist of heavier competition.
A number of former players from the CSUMB soccer team play as well. "I
enjoy still being able to play the game; I have fun and get a good workout,"
said Tatiana Mendoza, junior Biology Major.
Santa Cruz team, the Cacharitas, has several CSUMB students; Tatiana
Mendoza, Jorden Cruz Kinesiology Major, Alma Cervantes Spanish Grad,
and Ana Alvarez HCOM Major. With one loss so far in the season the
Cacharitas squad enjoys carpooling up to Santa Cruz every Sunday, then
drive back down to Marina for game two. More information can be found
online under Sports Leagues in the Living section at www.cityofsantacruz.
com.
The Marina women's soccer league consists of the same players. They
value playing against each other. "I get to do what I love and it helps me
be a better player as well as helping others," said junior Jorden Cruz. Away
games are sometimes held in Salinas. Home games take place on fields in
East Campus and Mar Vista Elementary, located off Carmel Street.
The Salinas league is larger and more competitive. They will be hosting
their annual opening tournament in the end of April. A parade with live
music and fans at Alisal High School stadium will take place. Registration
location is at 10 Sherwood Dr. in Salinas, (831) 758-9045.
Other leagues such as in Watsonville play in indoor turf fields that offer
women, men, and co-ed leagues. The Cacharitas played and won last
season. Online registration, calendars, and league information can be
found online at www.soccercentralindoor.com.
"My favorite thing about playing soccer in the different leagues around
this area is the diversity of women soccer players. Women of all ages and
ethnic background ...even CSUMB students, all come together to play
soccer," said Melchor.

Is baseball even a sport?
■Lewis Hall, Psychology senior
I like the Giants because they're
closest to me.
- Adriene Alexander, Psychology
sophomore

Anaheim Angels.
-Brennan Spencer,
Kinesiology sophomore
I'm a die-hard Dodgers fan.
-Eric Pichardo, Business
sophomore

The Giants because
they rock.
Sarah Carroll, HCOM
sophomore
The San Diego Padres. I just love
baseball in general.
-Hyuma Ohkawa, WLC sophomore
Catrina Miramonles, Jorden Cruz, Alma Cervantes,

Veronica Miramontes, Ana Alvarez, Blanca Melchor

PHOTO PROVIDED BY VERONICA MIRAMONTES
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Disc Golf Team

Headinq to competition

Marvin Green, Staff Reporter
MGREEN@OUMB.EDU

•

«•/

CLINK! Otter Disc Golf Team
Captain James Lustenador HCOM
senior, tosses another disc into
the pole hole with ease.
With eight players traveling
across the country to participate
in the National Collegiate Disc
Golf Championships in North
Augusta, Georgia, CSU Monterey
Bay's (CSUMB) Disc Golf team is
attracting a lot of attention.
Founded in 1998 this is
the first year the team will be
competing in the Championship
tournament. CSUMB stands
with the University of Oregon
as the only two teams out of the
twenty-four competing teams to
come from the west coast.
They will be headed to Georgia
April 15-18 without Coach Merle
Witvoet, who also teaches the
disc golf class here at CSUMB,
to compete against such teams
as Clemson, Penn State, Virginia
Tech and Kansas State just to
name a few. At stake is a national
title, but the road to North
Augusta was not easy for the

eight players from Monterey.
The trip to North Augusta is
made possible because the team
is comprised of AJ. Wecker, Nick
Maffei, James Lustenador, Tyler
Mcbrian, Greg Tomascheski,
Daniel Messina, Daniel McQuillan,
Kenny Allison and Coach Merle
Witvoet won the 2009 West Coast
College Open in November. The
Otters beat the University of
Oregon and UC Santa Cruz to
clinch the Stancil Johnson Cup. It
took defeating Oregon 9-2 in the
Championship match, but the
team is on their way.
For the players going to North
Augusta later this month it is an
accomplishment. "It feels good
to be recognized and to have our
win last November over Oregon
at the West Coast College Open
legitimized," said Lustenador.
Earlier this month, on April 3, the
team's confidence was further
boosted by a very successful
"Spring Fling" fundraiser, netting
$1,000 toward their trip.
Among other things, the

CSUMB Disc Golf team has a
chance to host a very important
event next year. "We have an
opportunity to host next year's
Pro World's here in Monterey,"
said Coach Witvoet. The team
bid this year and is hoping to
host the tournament on several
of Monterey's courses, including
the two located on campus.
Sponsored by the Professional
Disc Golf Association (PDGA), is
an elite tournament to which
players must be invited or qualify
to play.
With
the
West
Coast
Championships behind them,
and a positive start to 2010, the
team will look to capitalize on
their success at the Masters.
Though they face a collection
of high ranked teams, the team
displays nothing but positive
attitudes at practice. Lustenador
summed up their demeanor
when he said, "We are all just
friends and we enjoy playing."

Pay off your Student loans...
While building long lasting wealth
“The fob Market is tough out there right now... You can be your own boss while still attending school.”
Get Paid Duuh ’
Congratulations! You’re in the right place at the right time! Ptc PauJ Legal is the right company and is the right opportunity you've been looking for! So
how does it work, and how do you get paid every day? Log into the website below to find out.

/ dan Aow any extra time right naw.
1 totally know what you mean. That is why 1 want you to look at this business opportunity. Instead of simply making money from vour own la
bors you will also leant to leverage yourself in order to make money from the actions of others. Let me explain how leveraging works and how it
can result in the extra time you are missing,
I can't afford to spend the money naw.
1 completely understand what you are talking about. With the current state of the economy many people are experiencing tough financial times.
So, would you agree than an extra income would make your life easier? Great, let me explain how our business works.,,
Pre-Paid Legal
S Service/, Inc

For more information visit
www.montereyppl.com
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Addison Morphy, Staff Reporter
AMORPHY@CSUMB.EOU

A few good improvments for CSUMB

Real Campus Bar - We need a place
with regular hours on campus where
we can go to grab a beer without
having to make a reservation or
stand in line. I want to be able to
□elly-up to the bar and have a pint of
a solid local micro-brew.

Student Garage - A student-run garage
would allow us to get our cars and
bikes fixed for cheap, and there would
be great opportunities for hands-on
mechanical training programs or
classes.

2

Parking Structure - Parking on this
campus is a mess, especially for those of
us who have any classes in the library.
We need a real parking structure that
would give us the parking space we
need without having to bull-dose
Mother Nature.

4

New Pool and Facility - A
competitively sized pool,
equipped with locker room
facilities is just what an active
campus like CSUMB needs.

5

More Active World Theater-What if they
would allow students to use the space
for recreational purposes like watching
their own movies with large groups of
their friends, or having a huge video
game competition, or doing a poetry
slam every week?

7

9

.

.-

Changes

Top
1

.

8

Arboretum/Gardens - A campus garden or arboretum would only
make our campus even more beautiful and valuable to its greenminded community. With a student-run arboretum/garden, there
would be so many opportunities for education on all of the both
native and non-native plants it possesses.

Open 3rd Floor of Library -1 think the
library needs to pull itself together
and open that 3rd floor to make
space for more books and more
places to sit and read them.

3

Multi-Cultural/Diversity Center
-We boast about how diverse
a campus we are and we have
so many different cultural
clubs so we should have a
place where they can all come
together and share a space for
meetings, events, etc.

6

Bigger Book Store - Our book store is
too small with too few resources made
available to its students. We need a
book store with more non-course
required books, journals and literature
available for students to purchase.

10

More Classrooms + More Professors = More Class Sections - This
university needs to better utilize this space by building more
classrooms to provide more space for multiple class sections.
Every semester is a race to get into every class you sign up for,
but that could be made easier if more class sections were made
available by building more classrooms and hiring more professors.

CSUMB Needs My Advice

A few things to make your year better

K

-

Chris Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) get ready to be hit with a big giant ball of
truth, via my words.
Look, I do not want to rain on anyone's parade, but if you ever want to
be taken seriously you need to read this article.To put it bluntly, you are
a joke... you are clown shoes; you are the kid at the end of the block
that wears boxers to school thinking they are shorts. Stop being that
freak show and listen to me; I am about to deliver three fail safe areas
that you can improve upon to really step up your popularity.
#1: The Football Team
First off, I am sick and tired of people saying how badly they want
CSUMB to get a football team, Johnny Peralta junior Biology said, "I
think this school needs a football team, way more people would come
here if it did.". Whatever football? Pfff, count me out. You want a sport
that EVERYONE will appreciate? Build a giant arena that holds 50 thou
sand people name it "The Thunder Dome" and hold aggressive co-ed
roller derby matches there. Trust me, it will pay for itself within weeks of
opening, and you will be on the gravy train to success. Brilliant I know,
you can thank me later, but right now we have more items to discuss.
#2: The Furniture
You need to do something about the chairs in the classrooms. Honestly

I was more comfortable watching Showgirls with my mom for crying
out loud. The key is not to run out to "School Supply's-R-Us" or what
ever stupid store you shop at and buy new boring desks. I am talking
about La-Z-Boy chairs. Please CSUMB listen to me here, your enrolment
will improve at least 300 percent if you stock every class with La-Z-Boy the necessary changes. Oh and
recliners. Not to beat a dead horse, but would it kill you to throw a please do not, I repeat do not
couple beds inside the study rooms at the Library? C'mon, that is a no come crying to me if this does not
brainer; libraries are basically tailored made for sleeping... take advan work out for you. You are 15 years
old now; it is time for you to grow
tage of this please.
#3: The Location
up anyway. I am going to be gone
I cannot tell you how badly you need to "spiff up" the buildings around soon, plus I cannot do everything
the campus. I am fully aware of the recession that we are smack dab for you; think of this is a nice little
in the middle of, but seriously do we really need to be surrounded pat in the bottom towards suc
by Hooverville's? Every day on my drive into school I see the chantey cess. Now get out there and make
towns and I get Vietnam Call of Duty: Modern Warfare flashbacks... me proud.
bottom line they really bum me out. I got a simple solution for you,
turn it into themed housing. Advertise it as Prisoner of War housing
and charge like $10 thousand a semester to live there, the revenue you
have flow in could really help with the budget.
Now it is time for you CSUMB to venture out on your own and make
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Sexual Healing

ombuds [am-bu-dz]
1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or

consumers), reports findings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.
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Hey Otters,
The staff at the Otter Realm would like to know what you think about the
design and layout of the past four issues. Does anything catch your eye, do you
suggestions, or do you want to see something we have not provided? Okay,
forget having Sexual Healing in every section, not going to happen, but other
that, is there anything? The staff pitches ideas for articles and our Editor-in-Chief
Caitlyn Johnson and Faculty Advisor, Estella Porras, make the final decisions, but
the Otter Realm is for the students at CSU-Monterey Bay, and we welcome
new ideas.
Sincerely,
Elaine Schumacher
Staff Reporter

Love

Hurts

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Otter Realm is a bi-weekly student publication produced by the Otter Realm
club and HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students who wish
to develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression of campus issues
and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine what to print on these
pages. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit for libel, space or clarity.

OTTER OOPS

On page 15 of our last issue there was a continuation from a previous basketball
article at the end of the waterpolo article. Please go online to view the full story.

■*

strdo'ku [sbo-d'o’kbol

Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.

Claire Crosbie , Staff Reporter
CCROSBIE@CSUMB.EDU

I still remember the very first time I was dumped in junior high. It was
so dramatic I literally thought the world was coming to an end and my
heart was going shatter into tiny pieces. And that was only in junior
high.
It seems like the older you get, the more painful a break-up becomes.
And no matter the age or how many times you've experienced it, the
heart still breaks and time is inevitably the enemy.
The ugly truth is there is no such thing as a nice break-up. We can
hope for a mutual agreement, where we can stay close friends, but
that's nearly impossible. It never happens that way, even if it should.
Usually a split is out of the blue and turns ugly and bitter really easy
and really fast.
After my recent break-up, I thought to myself, "Why is it so hard for
two people who were once inseparable and crazy in love to not point
fingers at one another and just simply agree on going separate ways?
Why does the respect fly out the window just because the relationship
is ending?" I came up with the following conclusion: break-ups are
painful and it is hard to stay friends but it’s because we make it that
way.
When it comes down to it, ending a relationship does not have to be
so bitter. It won't be completely nice and enjoyable either, but at least
we can try to make it as civilized as possible.
The most important thing we should remember if we find ourselves
wanting to end the relationship is this: we do not need to blame the
other person for the failure of the relationship. Not only is that cruel, it
is also unnecessary.
If you don't want to be with the person anymore, just say you want
to be single to do your own thing. Don't point out their mistakes, flaws
or imperfections. It's fine to be honest and tell the truth, but wanting
to be single will simply do the trick. Really, you don't have to stab them
in the chest on the way out.
If we can bite our tongues and try to keep a positive viewpoint of the
relationship, then a friendship should not be that hard to obtain. Just
remember: he or she did possess your heart at one point in time; you
don't have to crush theirs to be single.

OTTERS ON CAMPUS
What is one aspect of CSUMB
that you appreciate?
"I am really
proud of the
diversity of the
students and
star
-Lilly Passeli
History,
freshman
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Competition Online

"We have really bitchin'
grass, it's nice and
green. Some days when
I walk to class in the
morning I think how
cool it would be to frolic
in it one day."
-Ryan Mack ITCD, senior

"I actually really
love the library, it is
relaxing, plus I can
get coffee there."
-Joshua Delman
HCOM, freshman
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"The campus
community as a
whole, it has been
really nice living here
for three years."
-Sam Riter ITCD,
senior

"I'm thankful for East
campus housing;
it is a killer deal
and a great living
environment. It is
a great place for
students to learn
howto become more
independent.
-Brandon Gilmore
ISSM, junior

like how close to
the beach campus is"
-Brooke Wilson
Global Studies,
sophomore
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"The small campus
and class size is nice.
It seems like everyone
knows each other, it is
a really chill laidback
environment."
-Jessica Kite Psychology,
sophomore
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Submit the link to your
blog at ottereralm.net by April 23
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